
World of tanks
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World of tanks

Ensk 13:02, the battle starts. Everyone Adjective rolls out, and I Verb - Base Form my M103 out.

All the scouts take off down the Noun looking for their arty. The Mediums catch up to the

Noun halfway to their base. The scouts get to their base, Mediums, Heavies, and Tank destroyers all

pop up on my radar. Those Adjective Spgs get spotted and everyone calls Verb - Base Form to their

sector. The meds start to fight the other meds, E-50s, T-54 and a Patton exchange Verb - Present ends in S in

the field.

I'm still going over the Noun at base bouncing up and down going over them. The 50b is at the

Noun and followed by an IS-7 and an E-100. We all get to the Adjective houses and start to spot

their heavies again. By now arty trace fired a M12. The E-50 takes out their Adjective Batchat. I start to

fire an Noun round at their IS-4 and the first shot bounced but the next two hit him in the

Part of vehicle . A jpz-E-100 on our side moves up and takes a huge Noun out of the other E-100.

A T110E5 finishes off our IS-7 and comes after me. A T110E4 guarding the street fires an Noun round

and hits the T110E5 and his backs up behind the Noun in fear. A M48A1 destroys our E-50 and T-54,

and a T-62A comes to try and help. Me an E-100, T110E4, and a Jpz-E-100 surround an E-100 and take him out.

Then we all head for their base and wolf down their Adjective arty. We start to cap and a 50b come out

to stop us only to be hit by our arty. 16:23 Ensk the battle is over we had won and the Noun is ours.
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